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Abstract 
In Japan, the aging of society is progressing rapidly, and in cold snowy regions in 

particular, society is aging at a rate higher than the national average. The removal of snow 
from sidewalks and from community roads formerly performed by households and regional 
societies is now extremely difficult because of the aging, depopulation, and the resulting 
weakened community consciousness of regional societies. Dependency on administrative 
bodies for snow removal is gradually rising. 

But because management standards for winter roads have not yet been 
established for both vehicle lanes and sidewalks, there is fear that economically inefficient 
road management will be performed in the future, as snow removal at locations with low 
investment effectiveness is performed at the same level as that at locations with high 
investment effectiveness.  

In order to remove snow efficiently and effectively to achieve the final goal of 
rational winter road management based on objective standards that conform to regional 
characteristics, the setting of winter road management standards for both vehicle lanes 
and sidewalks was studied. 
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1. CHALLENGES AND POLICIES FOR WINTER ROAD MANEGEMENT 

1.1 State of services provided to road users 
The state of the services that are now provided was studied using data obtained 

by traffic counters installed on national highways (number of vehicles, traveling speed) and 
weather telemeters (observations of air temperature, snowfall, wind speed, etc.). Here the 
level of the service is represented by traveling speed.  

1.1.1 Traveling speed according to whether snow is or is not falling 
As shown by Figure 1, on roads with low traffic volumes, snowfall greatly reduces 

the traveling speed, but it has been confirmed that as shown in Figure 2, on roads with 
heavy traffic volumes, snowfall has little impact. The above has confirmed that the 
tendency for traveling speed to fall varies not only according to weather conditions 
(snowfall/no snowfall, snowfall quantity), but also according to the traffic volume.  

1.1.2 Traveling speed according to road structure 
As shown by Figure 3, at locations where the longitudinal gradient of the road is a 

falling gradient (-5.2%), the rise of the continuous accumulated snow depth (cumulative 
accumulated snow depth when snow falls continuously) is accompanied by a decline of 
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Figure 2 - Traveling Speed With and Without 
Snowfall on Roads with Heavy Traffic Volume 

Figure 4 - Continuous Accumulated Snow 
Depth and Traveling Speed at a Location 
With a Flat Gradient (-0.9%) 

Figure 3 - Continuous Accumulated Snow 
Depth and Traveling Speed at a Location 
With a Falling Gradient (-5.2%) 

the traveling speed. But as shown by Figure 4, at locations where the longitudinal gradient 
is almost flat (-0.9%), until the continuous accumulated snow depth reaches 3cm, the 
falling snow reduces the traveling speed, but above this depth, the traveling speed does 
not decline. For the above reasons, it was confirmed that the road structure also causes 
variation in the way the traveling speed declines.  

1.2 State of present management 
As shown by Figure 5, the quantity of anti-icing chemical spread nationwide is 

scattered from year to year regardless of the annual snowfall (average accumulated snow 
depth). And as shown by Figure 6, the cost of snow removal is not a cost that is dependent 
on traffic demand (traffic volume).  

Figure 1 - Traveling Speed With and Without 
Snowfall on Roads with Light Traffic Volume 
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Figure 6 - Traffic Volume and Cost of 
Snow Removal 

Figure 5 - Quantity of Anti-icing 
Chemical Spread Nationwide by Year 

1.3 Setting the service level according to needs 
The winter road management level for vehicle lanes should be determined by 

setting the service level according to the state of use by road users in the section and the 
level they demand. For example, on major arterial roads that are essential for daily life and 
economic activities, roads that provide the essential service of allowing access to roadside 
facilities, and also on roads that are used for public transport including commuter busses 
carrying workers and students, it is, of course, necessary to remove snow according to a 
high service level.  

1.4 Snow removal: present state and challenges  
The present snow removal crew deployment standard is to begin snow removal 

work when snow is falling and the snow depth has reached between 5 and 10 centimeters. 
But the service is scattered because regardless of the fact that snow removal standards 
should be set according to regional characteristics, there are locations where snow 
removal is inadequate and others where excessive snow removal is done, because snow 
removal in various regions is done according to uniform standards.   

Consequently, under present circumstances, although snow removal work should 
be done based on judgments of the level of service that is provided and what degree of 
investment is appropriate to meet what level of needs, the work is done based on 
individual subjective judgments according to the deployment standards and there is fear 
that snow removal costs will rise sharply in the future. Efficient and effective winter road 
management standards must be set as soon as possible. 

1.5 Study of improvement policies 
Problems with winter road management have been organized based on actual 

conditions from the perspectives of road managers and of snow removal contractors.  
 The problem for road managers is the fact that under present conditions, the work is 

based on deployment standards and that although the quantity of work is measured, it 
is difficult to evaluate its effectiveness 

 The problem for snow removal contractors is that in many cases, deployment 
decisions are made and the actual work is done late at night, so that in fact, these 
must often be based on subjective judgments. This encourages overwork by crews 



attempting to do better snow removal work.  
Based on the above facts, as policies to improve present management methods, 

road managers must set goals and management levels that have to be satisfied in addition 
to deployment standards, perform monitoring appropriately to determine whether or not the 
goals have been reached, and set indices that permit correct evaluations. In the future, the 
trial performance of such goal achievement type winter road management must be done 
accompanied by efforts to improve present management methods. And as the next step, 
the following studies must be done. 

 Under present circumstances, road managers pay snow removal contractors 
according to the quantity of work, but contract methods that will allow snow removal 
contractors to apply their creativity will be studied. 

 Under present circumstances, cost is not dependent on traffic demand (traffic volume) 
but prioritizing investment according to each road’s traffic volume, the position of each 
road in the network, and roadside conditions etc. will be studied.  

2. WINTER SIDEWALK MANAGEMENT: CHALLENGES AND POLICIES 

2.1 Winter sidewalk management guidelines 
Sidewalks are used by residents of each region for a variety of purposes including 

commuting to school or work, shopping, strolling and other daily activities. Winter sidewalk 
management standards should, therefore, be set so that the sidewalks of a region can 
properly provide their required functions. This means that the snow removal areas and 
service levels must be set according to the purposes of use of the sidewalks and demands 
by the region. 

2.2 Meeting new needs required according to the social background 
Roads on which snow is removed from sidewalks are selected with priority on 

those used for commuting to and from school or work. But in recent years, there has been 
a rise in the priority of roads that give access to public transport, hospitals, and other 
public facilities that conform with the need for the removal of barriers to access, and 
services are now provided to a wide range of beneficiaries in wider areas than before. And 
social factors that have recently influenced winter pedestrian space include a decline of 
people's ability to remove snow as the birth rate falls and society ages, the advance of 
severe aging and depopulation, and the hollowing out of center urban districts. It is, 
therefore, necessary to add the following to the present services.  

 Ensuring access roads to medical treatment and other public facilities in regions with 
advanced aging and depopulation  

 Carefully planned snow removal to make up for the fall of the people's snow removal 
capability as a result of the low birthrate and aging of society 

2.3 Clarification of the process of setting snow removal areas and service levels 
The areas where snow is removed are now being expanded. Assuming that new 

needs will be satisfied in the future, snow removal plans based on objective reasons for 
requiring snow removal on each road will be necessary. The process of setting snow 
removal areas and the service level that are now being studied are introduced (Fig. 7).  
(1) Setting a pedestrian network.  

The first step in setting a pedestrian network is to generally clarify the priority 



areas where pedestrian space will be ensured within the region. Next the roads to actually 
be ensured are selected based on the pedestrian volume obtained from a road traffic 
census and the pedestrian zones that will ensure pedestrian space according to the 
destinations of pedestrians are set.  
(2) Setting the time periods to ensure pedestrian space  

Assuming that the time periods when pedestrian space is ensured vary according 
to the pedestrian network that is set as explained above, it is assumed that on a single 
road, there are peak characteristics that vary between business days and 
holidays/weekends. Consequently, the state of sidewalk use in each area is surveyed in 
order to decide whether or not to ensure pedestrian space in each pedestrian zone at all 
times, only in the morning and evening or only during the mid-day hours. 
(3) Setting the state of pedestrian space 

The width and state of the road surface ensured as pedestrian space are 
tentatively set for each of the following definitions of service levels with reference to 
existing standards and guidelines.  

 Ensured (ensuring pedestrian space, minimum value): 1.5m 
 Safety (ensuring safe pedestrian space, standard value): 2.0m 
 Smoothness and comfort (ensuring smooth and comfortable pedestrian space): 3.0 to 

3.5m or more 
The road surface state is set tentatively as the road surface state that can ensure 

the following based on the results of past studies according to pedestrian attributes.  
 Elderly and physically handicapped people: remaining snow depth of 5cm or less, 

gradient less than 5% 
 Wheelchair users: remaining snow depth of 2cm or less, gradient of 3% or less 

(4) Setting the service level 
The service level is set by providing the state of pedestrian space in (3) during the 

ensured time periods in (2). Table 1 organizes the service levels and state of pedestrian 
space, but the service level is set with the traffic volume at peak times as the yardstick. But 
considering actual conditions, in the area around sidewalks, added items such as the 
occurrence of accumulation, puddles of water, piled snow and other road surface 
conditions around major bus stops etc. will reduce the level of the service that is provided. 
It is possible that for people who walk with difficulty, safe walking may not necessarily be 
possible. Therefore, the service level is corrected according to additional items.  



Figure 7 - Process of Setting the Snow Removal Area and Service Level 
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Table 1 - State of Service Levels and Pedestrian Space (Proposed) 

In the future, we wish to complete a practical concept by verifying the process of 
actually setting the snow removal areas and service levels in the field. Study of its balance 
with management cost is also scheduled.  
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